Abstract: Expression quantitative trait loci are used a s a tool t o identify genetic causes of natural variation In gene expression. Only In a few cases the expression o f a gene ls controlled b y a variant on a single genetic marker. There Is a plethora of different complexity levels of Interaction effects within markers, within genes and between marker and genes. This complexity challenges b!ostatlstlcians and b l o l nformatlt!ans every day and makes findings difficult to appear. As a way t o simplify analysis and better control confounders, we tried a new approach for association analysis between genotypes and expression data. We pursued t o understand whether discretization of expression data can be useful i n genome-transcrlptome association analyses. By discretlzlng the dependent variable, algorithms for learning classifiers from data as well as performing block selection were used to help understanding t h e relationship between the expression of a gene and genetic markers. We present the results of using this approach to detect new possible causes of expression variation of DRB5, a gene playing an Important role within the immune system. Together with expression of gene DRB5 obtained from the classical microarray technology, we have also measured DRB5 expression by using the more recent next-generation sequencing technology. A supplementary website including a link to the software with t h e method implemented can be found at http: //bios.ugr.es/DRB5.
INTRODUCTION
Association between genotypes and mRNA transcript levels may help elucidating genetic basis of complex diseases by analyzing whenever genetic variants affect gene expression. Therefore, a genetic variant affecting a disease may be fund also in association with the expression level of a gene. However, it is not straightfo1ward to understand whether it may truly alter gene transcription or splicing, i.e., it may be an expression quantitative trait loci (eQTL), or just being in linkage disequilibrium (LD) with the real cause [1] . Moreover, because of small sample sizes and limited computational resources, regression models using several input variables have given results hardly reproducible and most successful association analyses only succeeded when testing a single polymorphic locus (SNP) against the expression of a gene instead of considering more than one SNP at a time [1] [2] [3] . We have used a diferent approach to measure association between SNPs and gene expression data which relies on a pre-discretization of expression data as a way to simplify input data and improve perfrmance compared with standard regression models. Discretization of gene expression data is commonly performed when they are used as the input variables to predict different phenotypes such as cellular classification in cancer [4] [5] [6] . With this simplification, we are able to use data to learn a classifier, i.e. a model that relates how input variables, the SNPs, and their interactions, affect a discrete output variable, with values interpreted as high and low gene expression If it is the case of only two bins or high, regular and low gene expression if it is the case of three bins. By using classifiers instead of regression functions, other more complex analyses can be made, such as considering multiple SNPs at a time or haplotyping analysis [7] ; it could be reduced the computational and statistical complexity; and, in consequence, to have a more affordable alternative. B ut most important, a diferent approach may help shed light about the main features of the data analyzed and thus about different interaction patterns between genes and regulatory proteins affecting their expression and about their association with SNPs within a block of high LD. Moreover, the use of different classifiers under different assumptions and the use of different learning algorithms under different approaches may help to increase chances of discovering new regulation patters.
We fcused on gene HLA-DRE5 (DRE5). We chose this gene because the expression patter In the first two data sets (described at Section 2.8) analyzed -those obtained by using microarray technology-showed two non-overlapping distributions of low and high expression levels (see Fig. 1 ) and It was easily translated to a binary variable. DRE5 is one of the genes that encode |3 chains fr the DR HLA class II receptor. The HLA genes are located on the short arm of chromosome 6 and are organized In three regions: MHC class I, MHC class II and MHC class III. HLA class II genes encode glycoproteins expressed primarily on antigen-presenting cells where they present processed antigenic peptides to CD4+ T cells. The DR |3 chain is encoded by 4 gens DREl, 3, 4, and 5. There are also other pseudogenes that do not produce a protein: DRE2, 7, 8, and 9. Not everybody has a copy of each gene or pseudogene. There are 5 different haplotypes with different combinations of genes. DRE5 is only present in DR51 haplotpe. This haplotype has been associated with immune related diseases susceptibilit. In particular, the DRE5*0101-DREl *1501-DQAl *0102-DQEl *0602 haplotype has been associated with Multiple Sclerosis (MS) in the North European population [8] . The strong linkage disequilibrium among the variants that integrate the mentioned haplotype, in the Caucasian population, makes very diffcult to determine the primary associated variant. The polymorphisms at the DRE genes confrred different properties for antigen presentation and this has been postulated as the pathogenic mechanism. However, it could be not the only explanation fr the HLA Class II association with Multiple Sclerosis. It has been described polymorphisms that alter HLA gene expression associated with Multiple Sclerosis susceptibility [9] [10] [11] , which open the question of the role of the DRE gene expression levels in the pathology. In fct the ability to Induce active experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis (EAE), an animal model fr DRB5-Microary8-CEU . Count-histograms of transcription levels (x-axis) for DRB5 In MS disease, was Increased in animals expressing higher levels of DRE5*01: 01, pointing to a role of the levels of expression of this gene in susceptibility [12] .
The rest of the paper is divided in three main sections. In Section 2 we describe the proposed methods and the employed data sets. Results appear In Section 3 and a discussion can be read In Section 4.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
In Section 2. 1, we start giving a motivation and a rough description of our approach. Section 2.2 contains the details of our discretization algorithm. Sections 2.3 and 2.4 present the basics of classification and regression models, respectively. Section 2.5 explains how these two different models can be compared between them. Section 2. 6 details a preprocessing step fr grouping SNPs. We show a flowchart in Section 2.7 with the steps followed by our proposed method. Finally In Section 2.8 we describe the data sets we used and the procedures we fllowed to obtain them.
Motivation
Our discretization step of mRNA transcript levels is empirically motivated. Particularly, it arose when we observed the histograms of the expression level of the gene DRE5 measured by using microarrays fom the RNA of lymphoblastoid cell lines in two diferent populations (one fom Utah, USA composed of individuals with ancestries In Northern and Wester Europe (CEU), and the other (YRI) with individuals from Yoruba, Nigeria. These histograms are shown in Fig. (1) .
As it can be seen, two different groups, within each population, neatly arose: one group with relative low expression levels and another group with relative high expression levels.
In this paper, we build on the Identification of these two groups (i.e. under-expressed and over-expressed) to measure SNP-expression level associations. Our approach to measure I  1  1  1  1   6  8  10  12  14 transcription levels CEU-array data. set (a) and YRI-array data set (b).
these associations consists on employing statistical methods that considers the expression level as a binaiy variable (ternaries variables were later on explored in this work). This approach can be seen as an alternative, but not unique, methodology to those previously proposed statistical approaches which treat the expression level of a gene as a continuous real value [l-3] (e.g. the employment of a correlation test such as Spearman to measure the association between a single SNP and the expression of a given gene), More frmally, we consider the fllowing causal statistical models to explain the infuence of one SNP over the expression of a target gene, the DRB5 gene in this work. These i models are graphically described Fig. (2) fllowing the notation employed In Bayesian networks (13] . Under this notation, random variables are represented by round nodes and direct causal statistical infuences are represented by directed edges. In this figure, the random variable S models the different values that a given SNP takes in a given population. In our case, we assume that one SNP can take three different values: 0, 1 and 2. Similarly, the random variable G models the expression level of any target gene in the population, which is assumed to be a random continuous value. Many previous approaches (1-3] for measuring SNPexpression levels associations implicitly employ the "Continuous Model": they test whether one SNP directly Infuences or not the continuous expression level of the target gene. In this paper we advocate fr the "Discretization Model" . This model assumes the existence of another hidden discrete variable, denoted by H In Fig. (2) . This variable would represent a non-observable biological mechanism which is modulated by some SNP and, in turn, triggers the expression level. low or high, of the target gene. In result, we say that when one SNP regulates the expression level of a gene, it is not a direct cause of this regulation because it firstly afects this non-observable biological mechanism denoted by H. This mechanism would be the direct cause of the particular expression of the gene.
The assumption of the above model leaded us to use the alternative methods fr measuring the SNP-expression levels associations presented in this work. We assume we have a data set with M members of a given population and for each member in our data set we can measure the value of a given set of SNPs, which are denoted by S = {S1, ... , SN}. Under these settings, su will denote the value of the SNP Si fr the j-th individual in the data set, with iE{ l , ..., N} and j E {1, ... , M}. Additionally, we also have measures fr the expression level of a target gene G for each member of the data set. The expression level of the j-th member of the data set will be denoted by 8 with j E {1, ... , M} and the range of values that G can take will be denoted by Val(G). The set of expression values for the whole data set will be denoted by g. Our goal is to measure the association level between a given SNP Si and the expression of the gene G, assuming the "Discretization Model", We carried out this evaluation performing the to following steps:
Step 1: In this step we Infrred, fr each member of the data set, the values of the hidden variable H, denoted by h with j E {1, ..., M}. We will also denote by h to the whole J set of h values. In that way, we evaluated whether the J expression level of the j-th member of the data set is low or high. In the case of data sets with count-histograms such as the one shown In Fig. (1) , It is straightfrward to infr these values: if gJ< 10 then hJ= low, otherwise hJ = high (the cutoff point could be any value between 9 and 12). For data sets where the two groups overlap, and for the cases In which there are reasons to consider more than two groups, we present in Section 2.2 an automatic approach based on the EM algorithm [14] and the Gaussian mixture model [15] to Infer the hJvalues using the expression level values gj.
Step 2: Once we computed the values of the variable H fr the data set from the population under study (I.e. h), we measured the association between SNPs and gene expression by using the variable H Instead of the variable G. Because the variable H Is discrete, a diferent fmily of statistical approaches became available fr this purpose. In Section 2.3, we detail our proposal to accomplish this step. In this section we give details about the "Step 1" of our proposal, as detailed in the previous section. The goal of this step was to infer the set of values h using the values of the gene expression g. For this purpose, we assumed that the gene expression level fllowed a Gaussian mixture model (GMM) [15] . Under this model the expression level of a gene is normally distributed conditioned to H: P(G\H = h) ~ Gaussian(µh. ciJ, where µh and chdenote the mean and the standard deviation of the Gaussian distribution when H = h; and, then, the distribution of G follows a weighted mixture of Gaussian distributions, or GMM, P(G) = .heVal () wh · Gausslan(µh, ch, where Wh is the weight of the h-th component of the mixture, wh = P (H = h). Although the variable H Is not observed, we can employ the EM algorithm [14] to infr the parameters which define this mixture: w = {w1o .. ., WK}, µ = {µ1 µK} and c = {c1o ..., OK}, where K denotes the number of values of H. Once these parameters are estimated with the EM algorithm, the h J values were computed as follows: until convergence;
In Algorithm 1 we give a pseudo-code description of the EM algorithm. This algorithm starts with a random initialization of the parameters w, µ and a (when initializing w11= w, it must be satisfied that Lh 1). The algorithm iterates until convergence (i.e., when the parameters in the iteration t + 1 are equal to the parameters in iteration t). However, it is well known that different executions of the algorithm can lead to different estimations of the parameters, where each different estimationcorresponds to alternative local maximum of the likelihood function. To avoid low quality convergence points, the EM algorithm was run 100 times as done and the solution with the highest likelihood was the one finally chosen.
Supervised Classification Models (Step 2)
We tried to answer the following question: given a subset of SNPs, denoted by Q £ S, to which extent are they associated to the gene whose expression level is modeled by the random variable G, but using the variable H?. More precisely, we used supervised classification models [16) fr this purpose. A supervised classifcation model learns a classification function from a pool of data samples, which is called the training data set or the training population. For this -specifc case, the classifcation fnction, f: Val(Q) Val(H), maps any possible joint assignment, denoted by q, of the variables or SNPs in Q £ S to one value of the variable H.
In this work, we defne the association degree between the set of SNPs in Q fr a given person and H based on the quality with which the function f predicts the value of H when ajoint assignment q is known. In other words, we want to measure how well f predicts the discretized expression level (i.e. high or low) of the target gene knowing only the genotype of the SNPs in Q for that person.
A possible measure would be the so-called classifcation accuracy, which has to be estimated from a test data set or a test population, which is different of the training data set:
where T is the count of samples in the test data set; q and hJ denote the joint value of the SNPs in Q and the value of H fr the j-th member of the test data set, respectively; and I is the indicator function, which is equal to 1 if f (q) is equal to hJ (i.e., the prediction is correct) and 0 otherwise. Let us note, that the classification accuracy depends of the particular classifcation model M and the subset of SNPs Q we are evaluating. In this work, we also computed the Area Under the ROC Curve (AUC) [17) as a complementary and robust measure of the perfrmance of a classifier.
Because our association measure depends of the particular classification model, several state-of-the-art and computationally afordable classifiers were evaluated to get a more robust estimate of the association degree between SNPs and gene expression: Naive Bayes [16] : It is a simple probabilistic classifer which works under the assumption that all input variables are conditionally independent given the output variable. As usual, predictions with this model are made by choosing the most probable class value given the genotype of an individual.
It i C4.5 [18] : is a classifcation tree model, which the data set is divided in structured hypercubesof those individuals sharing values. This is the most competitive algorithm of this fa mily. It is called ]48 in an open-source version implemented in Weka [19) . In this model, predictions are made by choosing the most frequent class in the leaf of the inferred tree where the genotpe of the individual to be classified flls.
Support Vector Machines (SVM): In this model the input variables are transformed in a higher-dimension space so that a classifer is learned from the set of transformed variables by using a kernel function. We chose the defult implementation of support vector machines in Wekausing the LibSVM java libra1y [20] .
One advantage of the first two approaches is that they build white-box models, i.e., models are directly readable and interpretable by human experts.
Regression Models
While a classifcation model predicts discrete or categorical values, a regression model makes continuous predictions. Similarly, it lears a regression function from a training data set. In this case, this regression function is defined as fllows: g: Val(Q) -» Val(G), where Val(G) corresponds to the real interval where the expression level of our target gene lies. We used this model to test the perfrmance of the previously described "Continuous Model" (see Fig. 2 ), where no hidden variable it is assumed, fr measuring SNP-expression level associations. Along the quality of the classification models, we used the quality of the continuous predictions of the g function as a degree of association between the SNPs in Q and the gene G. A possible measure to evaluate the quality of a regression model is the root mean square error (RMSE) and the Pearson's correlation between the predicted and the real values [16] . which has to be computed over a different test data set.
As it happened with the classification accuracy, this association measure depends on the particular regression model used. For this reason, we also considered a broad set of different regression models in our analysis: SVM-reg [21] : It is based on support vector models and kernel methods, as its supervised classification counterpart.
Gaussian processes [22] : It is a Bayesian approach that employs Gaussian process priors over regression functions to improve their generalization capacity.
Lasso [23] : It applies regularization -a process of introducing additional infrmation in order to solve an illposed problem or prevent overfitting-in the frm of a penalty term fr complexity, which performs variable selection by driving a number of regression coefficients to zero.
k-nearest neighbor [24] : It is an extension of the k-nn classifier which computes the output of a case by averaging the values of its k-nearest neighbors. In the simplest approach, where k = 1. the assigned value is exactly the same as the one fom the closest case. It is therefre advisable to use a k value bigger than one. Rightly so, it can be also useful to weight the contributions of the neighbors based on their distances to the case under evaluation. In our experiments, we used two values for k, namely k = 3 and k = 5, and three different configurations to compute the output.
Let y be the regression estimator for a case x, and let yt be the value of the independent variable in the I-th case. The three approaches for the kNN-reg can be defined as fllows:
1.
Average value of the k nearest neighbors (kNN-regavg): j> = -Zi=iyi
2.
Weighted estimation of the k nearest neighbors (kNN-reg-wgt): J> = L " where D(x, xj Is the distance value between the case under evaluation, x, and X| , one of its k nearest neighbors.
3.
Kernel density estimation (kNN-reg-krn): the output corresponds to the value fr which a kernel density smoothing reaches its maximum density. The densit function is estimated based on a normal kernel function, which takes the values of the k nearest neighbors as input data.
As for measuring the distance between two genotypes, we made use of the Hamming distance. "The Hamming distance between to strings of equal length Is the number of positions at which the corresponding characters are different" (25] . In genetic terms, it can be seen as the number of variations that transformed one genotype Into the other.
Comparing Classification and Regression Models
As already commented, one of the main aims of this work was to evaluate how models which employ discretized expression values perform with respect to models which directly treat the expression as a real value. It is not straightfmward to compare both approaches because they have diferent properties and, as commented in the above sections, the error measures usually employed to evaluate their performance are different. A possible approach to overcome this problem is to use the so-called relative absolute error (RAE). This metric evaluates a model by comparing the absolute error of the model itself with respect to the absolute error of a blinded model (i.e. the same model but not using any predictive variable: Q =0). This error metric is computed as fllows:
For the regression models, K is equal to 1; PredictlonO, l) corresponds to the real value prediction for the j-th test sample; ActualValueO, 1) corresponds to the actual value associated to the same instance; and PriorPrediction(l) is the average value of the expression level In the training data set; this prediction does not depend of the particular Individual because it does not use any knowledge about the SNPs (i.e. Q= 0).
For the classification models, K is equal to the number of values of the discrete expression level. Thus, ActualValueO, 1) = 1 if the discretized expression value of the j-th Instance of the test data set is equal to l, and 0 otherwise. PredictionO, 1) with 1 6 {1, ..., K} is the prediction vector. For the Naive Bayes model it corresponds to the probabilities that this model assigns to each value of the discretized expression, because this is a probabilistic classifier which makes soft predictions. On the contrary, C4.5 and SVM models make hard predictions and, then, Prediction0, l) = 1 for the predicted class and 0 otherwise. In this case, PrlorPrediction(l) is equal to the proportion of samples In the training population whose discretized expression value is equal to 1. The above measure ranges from 0 to infinit. A zero value indicates a perfect prediction. Larger values indicate worse prediction capacity. A value over 100%
indicates strong overftting because the model is perfrming worst than its blinded counterpart.
Block Processing
We were also interested to observe whether prediction accuracy changed when using models with a reduced number of SNPs, grouped by blocks of low recombination (i.e., SNPs with high linkage disequilibrium (LD) among them), We grouped SNPs by using a common approach based on pairwise computations of confidence intervals of LD [14] . Pairwise LD is measured by the normalized statistic of allelic association D'. The algorithm chooses the largest set of consecutive SNPs that reaches the requirements to be defined as a low recombination block, defined in terms of a minimum number of pairs of SNPs being in strong LD (onesided upper 95 European ancestries than from Africa [21] . we made blocks of chromosome 6 by using CEU, the data set of individuals with European ancestries (see Section 2.8) and used those blocks to group SNPs in YRI, the data set of individuals with African ancestries, Fig. (S2) shows the average number of SNPs by block in the data set used. Given a block, a classifer with only those SNPs in that block as input variables was learned. As a result, SNPs in chromosome 6 were grouped in 345 non-overlapping blocks of low recombination [26] , which were learned fom the CEU data set. DRB5 is a gene coded between 11 physical positions 32593098 and 32606042 in assembly NCBI36/hg18 or between 32485120 and 32498064 in assembly GRCh37/hgl9. 6 SNPs has been genotyped in HapMap 3 within the gene DNA region. These SNPs belong to block 223. Tables 1 and 2 shows the SNPs within the block. Those in bold correspond to SNPs within the gene. Fig. (3) shows a flowchart with all the steps fllowed to conduct this study.
An Overview of the Procedures

Data Sets Used
Expression data of gene DRB5 came fom the mRNA of lymphoblastoid cell lines of 228 individuals fom different populations. Details about the procedure fllowed to obtain expression data, including raw expression data normalization, population stratification correction andcorrection for known and unknown fctors are described by Stranger et al. [3] .
Several of these individuals were genotyped by the International HapMap project [27] . We used the third phase [28] of HapMap project to obtain genotpes in order to avoid large amounts of missing data, as in the other phases not all the individuals were genotyped. From all the CEU and YRI parental individuals in HapMap third phase, we only chose those CEU individuals (107) and those YRI individuals Fig. (3) . Flowchart showing the steps followed In this study In order to obtain a minimal set of candidate eQTLs for expression of gene DRB5. rs6901541  rsl7209754  rs9269101  rs9269110  rs9378264  rsl2194148  rs9405112  rs9378212  rs9269182  rs4999342  rs4410767  rs35465556  rs9378266  rs9378213  rs9269186  rs9269187  rs9269190  rs9391786  rs7748270  rs7748472  rs7749057  rs7749242  rs7749092  rs6911871  rs 1964995  rsl 1752428  rs9269202  rs 11757500  rs9269204  rs7754119  rs926921 I  rs5020946  rsl2191360  rsl557551  rs6916742  rs7754731  rs28877027  rs35847514  rs34507021  rsl137498  rs35085841  rs35056680  rs35739325  rs34328528  rsl7203992  rsl6870207  rs2157337  rs34249660  rs28772724  rs28760027  rs2157339  rs28495356  rs35571839  rs34369284  rs28490179  rsl 1759557  rsll757159  rs34781832  rsl064611  rs34569694  rs28656080  rs28530648  rs35464393  rsl2661707  rs35366052   NCBl36/hg18   32550239  32550681  32550689  32551247  32551429  32552176  32553578  32553669  32555835  32556076  32556107  32556112  32556167  32556376  32556394  32556418  32556478  32556539  32556577  32556741  32556882  32557008  32557028  32557256  32557389  32557448  32557501  32557633  32557775  32557836  32558036  32558067  32559339  32560168  32561169  32561832  32574137  32587470  32587485  32593190  32597079  32601256  32601768  32601789  32604788  32606390  32609122  32609486  32617335  32617963  32619650  32620142  32620591  32622122  32626983  32628011  32628250  32628606  32630503  32632659  32633666  32635057  32638176  32639223  32639901   GRCh37/hg19   32442261  32442703  32442711  32443269  32443451  32444198  32445600  32445691  32447857  32448098  32448129  32448134  32448189  32448398  32448416  32448440  32448500  32448561  32448599  32448763  32448904  32449030  32449050  32449278  32449411  32449470  32449523  32449655  32449797  32449858  32450058  32450089  32451361  32452190  32453191  32453854  32466159  32479492  32479507  32485212  32489101  32493278  32493790  32493811  32496810  32498412  32501144  32501508  32509357  32509985  32511672  32512164  32512613  32514144  32519005  32520033  32520272  32520628  32522525  32524681  32525688  32527079  32530198  32531245  32531923 (107), for which we had the expression of gene DRB5. We chose the SNPs passing quality control which overlapped genes DRB5 and DRBl or within a window of l million basis before the frst gene position (28922491 in assembly GRCh37/hgl9) and after the last gene position (33961785 in assembly GRCh37/hgl9) in chromosome 6 (where genes DRB5 and DRBl belong to). The total number of SNPs was 6593. Missing infrmation was inferred by using fmilial information and the IMPUTE2 algorithm [29] and these data were downloaded from the HapMap project website (http: //www.hapmap.org). The final two data sets were called CEU-array and YRI-array. For a second analysis pursuing to replicate results using expression data obtained by nextgeneration RNA sequencing (NGS) technology, we built other two data sets (CAU-RNASeq and YRI-RNASeq), Expression data for gene DRB5 was obtained fom the Geuvadis project [30] , a second experiment using NGS technology in which the RNA of 465 lymphoblastoid cell lines fom the 1000 Genomes project [31] was sequenced. To accurately quantify the expression level of genes from RNA-seq reads we first applied a cleaning procedure on raw data fllowed by a common protocol TopHat-Cufflink [32] to obtain gene expression levels. Thus, from the cleaned data (files if FASTQ frmat) at the Geuvadis project we used TopHat software, "a read alignment program that allows alignments between a read and the genome to contain large gaps" [32] , to perfrm read alignment using the human genome as reference. "To assemble individual transcripts from the RNA-seq reads that were aligned to the genome and obtain the expression level of genes" [32] . we used Cuflinks. Out of these 465 cell lines, 259 belonged to Caucasian individuals (only 82 of them were included in the data used in our first analysis, the others correspond to British individuals) and 79 were the only African individuals in the study, all of them Yoruban included in the data used in our first analysis. To avoid reducing sample size of the CEU data fom 259 to 79, we decided to make two data sets with the 259 Caucasian and the 79 African Individuals by using genotypes from 1000 Genomes as the other Individuals were not genotyped by the HapMap project. SNP selection was made fllowing the same criterion as with HapMap data. The total number of selected SNPs, 97, 484, was much higher due to the higher genotyping densit used by the 1000 Genomes project. Finally, and in order to understand the lower performance in results when usingRNASeq data, we also created two data sets, CEU-commonlndividuals, YRIcommonlndlviduals with respectively only the 82 CEU and 81 YRI whose DRB5-expression was obtained by the two different gene expression technologies. The result of the discretization step on the microarray gene expression via the EM algorithm was clear fr the CEU and YRI populations. The EM algorithm defned two groups which could be easily identifed by looking at the histograms shown in Fig. (1) . Before comparing multivariate models, and in order to understand how discretization behaved when using the common single-SNP association, we first compared, fr each one of the 6593 SNPs considered in CEU-array and YRI-array data sets, the Spearman correlation coefficients obtained when using the continuous expression of the DRB5 gene and when using the discretized variable. For this last case, the binary variable was assumed to take two real values: 0 for low-expression; and 1 for highexpression. In Fig. (4) , we plot the Spearman correlation coefficients of this comparison fr the two populations.
As can be seen in this figure, the "2 Bins Discretization" series and the "Continuous Value" series are quite similar. Actually, If we compute the Spearman correlation coeffcient for these two pair of series (i.e. treating the Spearman coefcients between SNPs and gene expression as two independent series of real values) we find that the '2 Bins Discretization" series and the "Continuous Value" series were highly correlated. For CEU population the correlation was equal to 0.8938 while fr YRI population was equal to 0.8798. That means that those SNPs that are highly correlated with the continuous expression of the gene are also similarly correlated with the discretized expression of the gene. In Table 3 we detail the 10 SNPs with the highest Spearman correlation coefficients for the two populations computed when the expression of the gene is continuous and discretized. As it can be seen, with the discretized expression of the gene the correlation notably increased in both populations.
As summary, we fnd a positive effect on the Spearman correlation coefficients when discretizing the DRB5 microarray expression level.
Whole Models
We later evaluated classifcation and regression models = using all SNPs at a time (i.e. Q S) to study the extent to which the expression level using microarrays of DRB5 is controlled by the selected SNPs. To correctly evaluate the performance of classification and regression models, we employed the so-called 10-fold cross-validation methodology (10-cv) [33] to build different training and test data sets: frstly, the members of one data set are randomly divided in 10 groups; then, ten different test data sets are created by selecting each time a different group; the other ten different training sets are built with the remaining 9 groups; finally, the models are trained and tested ten times with each train/test pair and the averaged performance measures of these ten validations are reported. Tables 4 and 5 show respectively results fr data set CEU-array and YRI-array. The relative absolute error (see Section 2.5) is defned fr both classifcation and regression models. The application of a paired t-test reveals that RAE fr the algorithm with best results under the discretization approach (C4.5) is significantly lower than the best algorithm among the common regression approach (Lasso): p values are 1.0e-6 and 1.0e-4 fr CEU and YRI data sets respectively. Again, a non-parametric test such as Wilcoxon could have been also applied. Among the classification models, we picked the C4.5 model, the one which performed best, as shown in the previous section. The Lasso regression model was chosen from the same reason among the regression models. We built a total of 345 data sets fr each population by selecting the SNPs within each block and used the 10-cv evaluation method to estimate the different performance measures.
In Fig. (5) , we display the results of this analysis. In Table 6 we detail the 10 blocks with the lowest relative absolute error for the classification and the regression model i the two populations. It can be seen again that classifcation models perfrmed in both populations better than regression models in the key SNPs blocks, which are highly associated to the expression of the DRB5.
Another question that arises in this analysis Is whether the performance of a classification model using a set of SNPs is higher or not than the perfrmance obtained using a single SNP. That is to say, can we predict better the expression level of DRB5 by aggregating multiple SNPs? To try to answer this question, we compared AUC of the C4.5 classification model using all SNPs within the same block with respect to the AUC obtained using only one single SNP. We selected the SNP with the maximum AUC within the same block. In Fig. (6) we plot both measures fr all the 345 blocks. In Table 7 we detail the 10 blocks with the highest AUC using the C4.5 classifer as well as the AUC obtained with the best performing single SNP among all SNPs within this block. These results are deeply discussed in Section 4.
Replication with RNASeq Expression Data
1. Discrelization Step
The discretization of the two RNASeq-based populations, CAU-RNASeq and YRI-RNASeq, were much less straightforward than the array-based populations. As can be Looking at these results, we can observe that C4. 5 has an outstanding perfrmance because it achieves perfect or almost perfct classifcation in CEU-array and YRI-array data sets. These are very good news because C4. 5 is not a black-box machine learner. Its decision tree based nature allows to easily interpret the classification rules used for making predictions. So, this model could potentially help biomedical researchers to understand SNPs regulation of DRB5 expression. On the contrary, classifiers based on SVM and regression models had much worst predictive performance (i.e. higher relative absolute error). However, a much better perfrmance was expected due to the wellknown fct that expression regulation of DRB5 is controlled by genetic variants in chromosome 6 tagged by some of the SNPs from the genotpe array used.
We see again how the discretization step built more accurate prediction models than considering the gene expression as a continuous value and, hence, using regression techniques.
However, it has to be noted that Lasso regression clearly outperforms the other regression methods and it also outperforms SVM classifiers. A further discussion of this result is given in Section 4.
Finally, we want to comment that when inspecting the tree model learnt with the C4.5 algorithm we can see that, either for CEU-array or fr YRI data sets, we obtain a simple tree with one single attribute. This single attribute is different fr each population but it belongs in both cases to the block 223. Further analyses at this respect are given in following section.
Block-Based Approach
In this new analysis we depart from the block partition described in Section 2.6. With this analysis, we tried to understand which blocks are more correlated with the microarray expression of DRB5. For this purpose, we evaluated the perfrmance of the classification and regression models by using as input variables (i.e. Q) those SNPs contained in a single block. This is a biologically- Table 7 . The 10 blocks with the highest AUC using a classification model (C4.5). "Single SNP AUC" column displays the AUC obtained with the best performing single SNP among all SNPs within this block. 7 blocks (in bold) out of the 10 are shared by the two populations. seen In the count-histograms shown In Fig. (7) , there were not so clearly differentiated groups as In the case of arraybased data sets. This has opened an issue still under research that will be discussed In Section 4.
The frst decision we had to make to proceed with the application of the EM algorithm for dlscretizlng these data sets was to choose the number of bins (i.e. the K value). The problem here Is that EM Is not able to directly indicate which is the optimal number of bins. Although some methods has been proposed to help EM to decide the number of bins [34] , there Is not clear solution to this problem and the best approach usually is a mixture of using some expert knowledge, if available, and trial-error tests. In our case, we evaluated two and three bins discretization configurations.
In a first analysis, we compared the Spearman correlation coefficients obtained between each one of the 97, 484 SNPs considered In this data set and the continuous expression of DRB5 gene, and between the same SNPs and the discretized expression In two and three bins obtained with the EM algorithm. For these last two cases, the 2 bins variable was assumed to take two values: 0 for low-expression; and 1 for high-expression; and the 3 bins variable was assumed to take three values: 0 for the lowest expression group; 1 for the middle expression group; and 2 for the highest expression group. In Fig. (8) , we plot the Spearman correlation coeffcients of this comparison for the two populations.
As It can be seen In this figure, the "2 Bins Discretization" series, the " 3 Bins Discretization" series and the "Continuous Value" series are not very different among them. When we computed the Sp earman correlation coeficient between " Continuous Value" series and the "3 Bins Discretization" series (I.e. treating the Spearman correlation coeffcients between SNPs and gene expression as real values) we found that they were highly correlated: fr CEU population the correlation was equal to 0.9636 while fr YRI population was equal to 0.9315. When we perfrmed this analysis with the "2 Bins Discretization" the Sp earman correlation coefficients were 0.9319 and 0.9218 fr CAU-RNASeq and YRI-RNASeq, respectively.
In Tables 8 and 9 , we detail the 10 SNPs with the highest Spearman correlation coeficients fr the two populations computed when the expression of the gene Is continuous and discretized in 2 and 3 bins. As can be seen, the discretization with 3 bins generates higher Spearman correlation between SNPs and gene expression than 2 bins discretization. We can also see like the correlation with the discretized expression does not strongly increase as happens with the microarray data.
In lig ht of the above results we decided to continue with 3 bins discretization. In Fig. (9) we show the Gaussian mixtures Inferred by the EM algorithm using 3 Gaussian components fr the two data sets.
Whole Models
As we did with mlcroarray data, we evaluated again the classification and regression models using all SNPs at a time = (i.e. Q S) to study the extent to which the RNASeq expression of DRB5 is controlled by the new selected SNPs. Tables 10 and 11 show respectively results for data sets CAU-RNASeq and YRl-RNASeq, following the same evaluation methodology used In Section 3.1.2. The application of a paired !-test at 0.05 level reveals that SVM , the algorithm with the best results among those under the discretization approach, has RAE significantly lower than the one reached by the algorithm under the common regression approach (Lasso): p values are 0.0396 and 0.0068 fr CEU and YRI respectively. A non-parametric test such as Wilcoxon could have been also applied.
Looking at these tables, we can see that both the classifcation and the regression models perfrms poorly than in the case of microarray data. In Section 4 we discuss about possible reasons of RNASeq underperformlng mlcroarrays, when It is supposed to be a more accurate technology [34] . However, the classifcation models still perform better than the regression models when comparing their relative absolute errors. Another unexpected result is that SVM outperfrm C4.5 in YRI, even when It does not perform any variable selection procedure. Again it may be Performance of SNPs Block « Performance of Max. Single SNP within block
• * * * * due to a problem in the way expression data was obtained by RNASeq technology and will be discussed in Section 4. Like in the case of microarray data, we tried to inspect the tree models induced by C4.5 using the CAU-RNASeq and the YRI-RNASeq populations. However in this case trees are not as easily interpretable as befre because they involved tens of different SNPs and, moreover, they tend to vary if these trees are induced with slightly diferent training data sets, as happens when using cross validation.
• Fig. (9) . Gaussian mixtures estimated by the EM algorithm. EM was run 100 times with diferent random starting points, the solution with best likelihood was chosen. For the CAU-RNASeq population, the mixture model defined two cut-of points: 1 66.00 and 361 .97; and these cut-of points created 3 groups with 1 18, 1 10 and 3 1 individuals inside each group. For the YRI population, the mixture model defined two cut-of points: 1 94.39 and 45 1 . 1 1 ; these cut-of points created 3 groups with 39, 32 and 6 individuals inside each group. In this section we pursue the same analysis carried out in Section 3.1.3 for microarray data. In this case, among the classification algorithms we picked the SVM model because it discovered blocks with higher prediction capacity than C4.5 classifier. The Lasso regression model was chosen again because was one of the most competitive regressors. In Fig. (10) , we display the results of this analysis. In Table 12 we detail the 10 blocks with the lowest relative absolute error fr the classification and the regression model in the two populations. As it happened with the microarray data, classification algorithms performed better than regression algorithms because as made more accurate predictions with the key blocks associated with the RNASeq expression of DRB5. With these new data sets, we also sought whether the perfrmance of a classification model using a set of SNPs was higher or not than the performance obtained using a single SNP. In that way, we compared AUC of the SVM classification model using all SNPs within the same block with respect to the AUC obtained using only one single SNP. We selected the SNP with the maximum AUC within the same block. In Fig. (11) we plot both measures for all the 345 blocks. In Table 13 we detail the 10 blocks with the highest AUC using the SVM classifer as well as the AUC obtained with the best perfrming single SNP among all SNPs within this block. In this case, it is curious to see how there were not the strong increments we observed with the same experiment using microarray data. In Section 4 we discuss this issue. For the CAU-RNASeq population, the number of blocks where the classification model obtained a RAE < 50% was 2 and fr RAE < 70% the number of blocks was 23. For the regression model In the CEU-array population, these numbers were 0 and 8 respectively. For the YRI-array population, the number of blocks where the classification model obtained a RAE < 50% was 13 and for RAE < 70% the number of blocks was 34. For the regression model In the YRI-array population, these numbers were 0 and 10 respectively.
the concentration of peptlde-MHC complex and in turn affect the duration and specificity of the T cell-TCR with APC-HLA molecules interaction. The immunological synapse strength between APC and the T cell determines the fte of T cells into Thl or Th2 types [35] favoring Thl differentiation when a stronger TCR signal is produced. Therefore, the combination of DRB expression levels with specific structure receptors produced by the variants in the region would determine the fa te of the T-cell ant the immune response (36] .
However, in this work we have built multivariate models able to outperform single-model results, and have shown how by discretlzing gene expression, classification learning machines can be used as an alternative tool to regression learning, which are robust to redundancy and noisy variables, when learing and testing complex models composed of hundred or thousand input variables. Moreover, some of them such as NB or C4.5 learn white-box models that can be interpretable by human experts. In the case of binarized gene expression, as in expression data sets fom microarrays, NB classifier can be also understood as a Genetic Risk Score (37] , a logistic regression widely used to predict individual predisposition to have a disease, considered as a binary trait, in which the output is interpreted as the probability of having or not the disease or, in our study, of having a high/low expression of gene DRB5.
Results obtained for gene DRB5 showed that there was always a classifcation approach that outperfrmed all regression models tried. Some multivariate models used in this study show their robustness to redundant variables, an important fature that will help model replication in an independent data set. In fct, those classifcation or regression learning algorithms able to perfrm variable filtering or weighting, i.e. C4.5 among classifiers and Lasso among regression methods, showed higher perfrmance in a cross-validation approach in the mlcroarray data sets. By using all SNPs in the data sets most likely we are considering SNPs with no role in DRB5 expression that may introduce noise if not removed by the learning algorithms, or they may introduce redundancy if they are not causal but are in high LD with a causal SNP.
Multivariate models are very important whenever a single SNP may not completely explain the genetic effect on the expression level of a gene, either because the truly cause was not genotyped or because there is an epistatic effect among two or more causal loci. O ur results conducted on mlcroarray data showed how different blocks affected gene regulation and the multivariate models outperformed single SNP models in some of the blocks with best perfrmance, showing again the importance of using robust multivariate 
